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Guidance ethics



1. You shall understand how we are interwoven with technology



A nuanced perspective on technology



2. You shall not know what is the right thing to do



A new perspective on technology ethics



A new perspective on the role of a digital 
ethicist



A new perspective on the role of a digital 
ethicist
A digital ethicist helps colleagues to solve ethical issues:
- Guides
- Coaches
- Facilitates
- Raises awareness
- Monitors

See also: compliance officer

(But: what are “ethical issues”? Bias, diversity…)



3. You shall involve stakeholders



Guidance ethics



4. You shall have a constructive perspective on technology



Phase 1: Case in context

Phase 2: Define actors, effects, values

Phase 3: Design options for action:
- Technology
- Environment
- User

Three phased-approach



40 sessions and cases in different sectors

Community of moderators (i.e. digital ethicists?)

From case-to-case to embedding in organization

www.begeleidingsethiek.nl

Guidance ethics until now…



We’re halfway…
As a digital ethicist…
1. You shall understand how we are interwoven with technology
2. You shall not know what is the right thing to do
3. You shall involve stakeholders
4. You shall have a constructive perspective on technology

The last commandments are more related to the embedding of digital 
ethics within an organisation
-> how to enrich guidance ethics with business ethics



5. You shall understand the importance of an ethical culture



Ethical culture: a model

Source: https://home.kpmg/be/en/home/insights/2020/06/rc-auditing-culture.html

https://home.kpmg/be/en/home/insights/2020/06/rc-auditing-culture.html


Ethical culture: a model

Source: https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/ch/pdf/ch-integrity-thermometer-en.pdf

https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/ch/pdf/ch-integrity-thermometer-en.pdf


6. You shall have a diversified toolbox



A new perspective on the role of a digital 
ethicist
A digital ethicist helps colleagues to solve ethical issues:
- Guides
- Coaches
- Facilitates
- Raises awareness
- Monitors

















7. You shall be a sheep with five legs

a person having such exceptional qualities that he/she/they probably
doesn’t exist…



A sheep with five legs…



The 7 commandments of being a digital 
scientist
As a digital ethicist…
1. You shall understand how we are interwoven with technology
2. You shall not know what is the right thing to do
3. You shall involve all stakeholders
4. You shall have a constructive perspective on technology
5. You shall understand the importance of an ethical culture
6. You shall have a diversified toolbox
7. You shall be a sheep with five legs









What are commandments 8, 9 and 10? Please let me 
know!

http://www.linkedin.com/in/edwin-borst

http://www.linkedin.com/in/edwin-borst

